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Visual Traverse is an open source Python program for traverse computation and visualization.  It 
provides an easy way to input and analyze traverse data for closed polygon feature. The program 
will first balance input angles, and then use compass rule to adjust linear Coordinates are 
calculated for each station (vertex) and finally area is computed based on DMD (double-
meridian distance) method. The program can be run on any computers with Python installed. The 
source code is provided AS IS and no guaranteed support is provided.  

1. User Interface (figure 1) 

 

Figure 1 user interface 

On the left side of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) is a canvas to draw and visualize the 
feature boundary after traverse computation. Top part for the right side is for data entry. Bottom 
part of the right side is a report area for traverse computation outputs.  
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2. How to use the program? 
 
The program is in original python file format, i.e., .py file and Python is required to run it. 
Computers with ArcGIS 10.1 or later version have Python installed in default setting. When 
Python is available, user can right click the file in Windows Explorer, choose “open” to run the 
program, or choose “Edit with IDLE” (Figure 2) to open the program (Figure3), then use F5 to 
run the program. 
 

 
Figure 2 how to run Visual Traverse  

 
Figure 3 Visual Traverse 1.0 code in Python IDLE 

To demonstrate the program, the data of a sample survey shown in figure 4 are used. There are 4 
stations (vertices) and thus, four interior angels and 4 distances are measured. The survey is done 
from station 1 to station 4, in a clockwise manner. The line from station 1 to station 2 is used as 
the reference line to determine direction and its bearing is accurately surveyed in the field as 
N25°30’40E.  The enlarged area is to demonstrate linear misclosure. In GIS edition, snapping is 
usually used to close the polygon, but it is not the accurate way to make the correct polygon.     
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Figure 4 sample survey data (not in real scale to represent free hand drawing in the field) and the 
enlarged area is to demonstrate misclosure 

To start traverse computation, the first step is to input reference line’s bearing. Pick up N and E, 
type in degree, minute and seconds, respectively, then click the Reference Bearing button to 
record the information in the Report panel.  

Next step is to select Interior for the angels measured at each station.  

The third step is to select Clockwise or Counter clockwise for station sequence. For the sample 
data, the survey was done from station 1 to 4 as shown in figure 3, in a clockwise direction. So 
clockwise is selected. For cases different than the sample data, Counter clock should be selected.  

The Forth step is to record each station’s angle and forward distance. For example, for station 1, 
the interior angle is 72°2’8 and the distance is 345.89 units. After typing in these information, 
just click the Record Station button to save the inputs. Finish all the stations in sequence.  

Last step is to set up starting X and Y coordinates. The default value for X is 10,000 and for Y it 
is 5,000. User can input appropriate values, such as GPS collected state plane coordinates, for 
different situation.  
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Now it is the time to click the Run Computation button to do traverse computation. All the 
results will be shown in the Report panel.  

Traverse computation covers angel misclosure adjustment and linear misclosure adjustment 
based on Compass rule method. Also coordinates for each vertex and total area (DMD method) 
are calculated. The unit for area is dependent on the input unit. If meter is used, then the area is 
in square meter. If foot is used, then the area is in square foot. Further conversion is needed if 
hectare or square kilometer is needed (figure 5). 

 

Figure 5 traverse computation outputs for sample input data 

After traverse computation, the program is ready to draw the corrected (adjusted) polygon 
boundary in the canvas area. Just use the mouse to click anywhere (the click point is the first 
station or vertex) on the canvas, the boundary will be drawn automatically at a scale that fit the 
canvas area (700 by 700 dots). If the polygon is not well located on the canvas, such as one 
station is out of the canvas, user can click the Clear Canvas button to erase the drawing. Then re-
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define the first station to have the polygon drawn again. The clear report button is used to clear 
all saved information for current traverse computation.  

User can copy the outputs of traverse computation and the polygon into other applications, such 
as Microsoft Word or PowerPoint. Following are the traverse computation outputs for the sample 
data.  

 Reference Line: N:25:30:40:E 
Station: 72:2:8 Distance: 345.89 
Station: 131:10:25 Distance: 524.22 
Station: 97:9:45 Distance: 620.25 
Station: 59:35:25 Distance: 902.37 
 
Begin Computations: 
The survey is done clockwisely 
Total Uncorrected Angle:  359:57:43 
Total err in seconds 137.0 
Adjusted angle 1 -> 72:2:42 
Adjusted angle 2 -> 131:11:0 
Adjusted angle 3 -> 97:10:19 
Adjusted angle 4 -> 59:35:59 
The adjusted total angle is : 360:0:0 
 
Distance and Bearing Adjustments: 
Reference Line N:25:30:40:E 
Station 1 Bearing N:25:30:40:E 
Departure: 148.970023081 Latitude: 312.166340792 
Station 2 Bearing N:74:19:40:E 
Departure: 504.73098084 Latitude: 141.609481957 
Station 3 Bearing S:22:50:39:E 
Departure: 240.797234132 Latitude: -571.600170166 
Station 4 Bearing N:82:26:38:W 
Departure: -894.534322961 Latitude: 118.659015441 
Departure Misclosure: -0.036084907064 
Latitude Misclosure:  0.834668022398 
Total Distance: 2392.73 
Linear Misclosure: 0.835447681265 
Relative Precision: 0.000349160866987 or 1 / 2864.00938521 
 
Adjusted Departures and Latitudes 
Station 1 Departure: 148.975239469 Latitude: 312.045682246 
Station 2 Departure: 504.738886634 Latitude: 141.426615661 
Station 3 Departure: 240.80658816 Latitude: -571.816535089 
Station 4 Departure: -894.520714264 Latitude: 118.344237182 
 
Coordinates 
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X(east)        Y(north) 
10000.0 <-> 5000.0 
10148.9752395 <-> 5312.04568225 
10653.7141261 <-> 5453.47229791 
10894.5207143 <-> 4881.65576282 
10000.0 <-> 5000.0 
 
Adjusted Distance and Bearing 
Station 1 345.783356718 <-> N:25:31:14:E 
Station 2 524.178243824 <-> N:74:20:50:E 
Station 3 620.453030215 <-> N:22:50:14:W 
Station 4 902.315170393 <-> N:82:27:49:W 
 
Area by DMD (double meridian distance) 
Total Area: 309718.094856 square unit 
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